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CONCEPT

CHANCE!

Introduction

Event Outline

Venues

DESIGNART TOKYO, one of Japan’s largest
design and art festivals, took place in Oct 2021 in

Organizer
DESIGNART TOKYO COMMITTEE

84 venues (91 exhbitors) - shops and
galleries in Omotesando, Aoyama,

Tokyo bringing together various genres of art and
design from the world. The annual festival

Dates

Harajuku, Shibuya, Roppongi, and Ginza in
Tokyo.

celebrated its 5th year, themed “CHANCE!”. We
now live in unpredictable times especially with the

October 22 – 31, 2021

ongoing impact of COVID-19. However, we
strongly believe that now is the time when new

Participants
Designers, projects, brands, companies, shops, etc.

ideas and creative thinking are needed more than
ever. The festival showcased the latest design and

from Japan and around the world.

art that are committed to creating new value for
the future.

Target Audience
Distributors, companies, buyers, press, students,
and the general public interested in design and art.

As a multi-venue festival with careful safety
measures, the exhibitions took place at 84 venues
throughout Tokyo, bringing many precious
encounters. With a continuous focus to enhance
online content including social media and website,
the festival delivered new discoveries and
excitement in hybrid and international ways.
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RECORD
10 days festival filled with encounters and excitement through unique artworks and
design pieces from all over the world, recording over 180,000 visitors.
Total Visitors

Approx. 181,600

Web & Social Media

Press Coverage

Approx. 1,130,000 views

512 articles

(during Sep 1- Nov 18 *date depending on the platform)

(as of Nov18)

Number of Venues

Number of Exhibitors

Creators and Brands participated

84 venues

91 exhibitors

Approx. 300

Exhibitors matched through DESIGNART’s matching program
Circulation of the Official Poster

44 pairs
500 copies

Circulation of the Official Guidemap

30,000 copies

Online Content:
・Exhibitors’ Presentation Movies (YouTube)
・Digital Guide Map (issuu)
・Online Map (Google Map)
・Live Report (Instagram）
・Online Exhibitions (Matterport）
・Best Report Challenge (Instagram)

Social Media Followers

60+

Gender

2%

Age Range
55-64

7%
female

48%

18-24

5%
25-34

45-54

28%

22%

male

52.%

35-44

36%
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EXHIBITIONS
PLAN A

＋

Velocity of Colours
at FLEXFORM TOKYO

Window on the Future - Gaudí Meets 3D Printing
at TOKYO MIDTOWN

A special space with installations by architect Kentaro Ishida and a selection of
artworks curated by MAHO KUBOTA Gallery put together with FLEXFORM furniture.

Inspired by the works of Antonio Gaudí, YKK AP and designer Keita Suzuki / PRODUCT
DESIGN CENTER have proposed windows of new concept that nobody has ever seen.

Sho Ota x januka jewelry
at januka shop

Julio Le Parc
at Ginza Maison Hermès Le Forum

Iconic wooden works by the Netherlands-based designer/artist Sho Ohta and a
jewelry brand, januka, showcased their unconventional approaches.

VENUE &
ARTWORK

Fondation Hermès hosted Julio Le Parc’s first solo exhibition in Japan, giving a
lasting impression with “colors”.

KNS / Karimoku Case Study /MAS / ILBK
at Karimoku Commons Tokyo

KEF 60 YEARS - Listen & Believe
at Polygon Aoyama

Unveiled a new collection of chairs in collaboration with ZAHA HADID DESIGN
and KARIMOKU FURNITURE, while tracing back the works of Zaha Hadid.

An unforgettable immersive experience surrounded by high-resolution audio
systems of KEF, created by Klein Dytham architecture.
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+

ARTWORK ONLY

MULTISTANDARD
at shibuya serumo building

Tatsuro Shoji – ATOMIC ELEMENTS
At BUNKITSU ROPPONGI

Young designers collective: MULTISTANDARD and the fellow creators of their
generation took over an abandoned building in Shibuya.

Shoji Tatsuro developed his experimental project that redefines the possibilities
of geometric shapes at Bunkitsu Roppongi.

Kazuto Imura - opticalverse
at Salvatore Ferragamo GINZA FLAGSHIP

ambi - ghost
at Y's OMOTESANDO

AW collection of Salvatore Ferragamo resonated with the works of Kazuto Imura,
creating an optical universe on the window of the brand’s flagship store.

Mysterious objects by a design duo, ambi seeking for a unique use of materials
and production approaches.

Bloom by Johnny Chiu x KOBE Leather
at World Kita Aoyama

TSUYAMA FURNITURE and 8 exhibitors
at HIBIYA OKUROJI

The one-and-only chair by Taiwanese architect Johnny Chiu and a group of Japanese
Meisters, “KOBE LEATHER” bringing ultimate luxury in outdoor life.

Hibiya OKUROJI, a 300m-long underpass space connecting Yurakucho and
Shinbashi stations hosted 8 exhibitors, including Tsuyama Furniture.
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OFFICIAL PROGRAMS
KURADASHI – the archetypes –
at WORLD Kita-Aoyama
“KURADASHI” is a new creative marketplace with a new concept produced by DESIGNART TOKYO and a crowdfunding service “ubgoe”. It focused on the
treasured prototypes of creators that have been kept in their ateliers. Product designer Jin Kuramoto curated the exhibition at World Kita-Aoyama, inviting 30
other creators - from young to established – and gathered a rare selection of works that have never appeared in the market so far. All the exhibited pieces
were available on sale at “ubgoe”, which made it a unique project crossing over online and offline spaces. More than half of the pieces were sold out in the
first few hours after the sales opened on the online crowdfunding, which eventually marked total sales of 2,468,800 yen with 38 items during 10 days of the
project period. The rare pieces filled with creators’ ultimate ideas are delivered to the new users who cherish its value.

Curator: Jin Kuramoto
Coordinator: Takuto Imagawa
Space Design: Soshi Matsunobe
Exhibitors:
Ryota Akiyama, Keiji Ashizawa, Tomoko Azumi,
Anker Bak, Satoshi Itasaka/h220430, we+,
Victoria Wilmotte, Øivind Slaatto, Gabriel Tan,
Wataru Kumano, Claesson Koivisto Rune,
Jin Kuramoto, GELCHOP, Fumie Shibata, Sho Ota,
Gen Suzuki, Yusuke Seki, Daniel Rybakken,
Norihiko Terayama, DRILL DESIGN,
Jo Nagasaka / Schemata Architects, Shigeki Fujishiro,
Baku Maeda Yoshiki Matsuyama, minä perhonen,
Daisuke Motogi, Teruhiro Yanagihara, Kazuhiro
Yamanaka, YOY, Ryohei Yoshiyuki
Posered by ubgoe Inc.
Supported by NOMURA DUO Co., Ltd &
EAST WEST INC.
The graphic films used at the exhibition were made from environmentally friendly materials that
do not contain harmful substances. The production was supported by NOMURA DUO Co.,
Ltd and EAST WEST INC.
page: 06.

Crowdfunding project page on ubgoe were open during the
exhibition. Visitors could purchase their favorite piece while
enjoying the exhibition at: https://ubgoe.com/projects/95.
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OFFICIAL PROGRAMS
OFFICIAL CHAMPAGNE
Perrier-Jouët
The supreme champagne maison with over 200 years of history, Perrier-Jouët
was gracing DESIGNART TOKYO 2021 again.
Perrier-Jouët also unveiled a new artwork titled “I am Nature” by Austrian design
duo mischer’traxler at GYRE.FOOD in GYRE Omotesando. This interactive
digital artwork is a reflection of the respect towards “biodiversity” that both
Perrier-Jouët and mischer’traxler share, which invited us to reconsider how
humans coexist with nature.

OFFICIAL CAFE
Blue Bottle Coffee
BLUE BOTTLE COFFEE became the official cafe of DESIGNART TOKYO
2021, where you could stop by during your stroll of exhibitions. At the six BLUE
BOTTLE COFFEE cafes in Aoyama, Roppongi, Ebisu, Ginza, Hiroo, and
Shibuya, a special campaign (one free “Blue Bottle Yokan” for every drink
ordered) was enjoyed by many of our visitors.
Blue Bottle Coffee Roppongi cafe also hosted an exhibition of Kathleen Reilly,
one of the winners of UNDER30 program.

OFFICIAL E-BIKE
VanMoof
With a powerful motor in a sleek body, e-bike “VanMoof” realizes a smart ride
with style. This DESIGNART TOKYO’s mobility partner was back again, giving
the opportunity to try the ride at World Kita-Aoyama Building.
At VanMoof Brand Store Tokyo in Harajuku, artist Ken Otsuka illustrated his
colorful universe on the store window.
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AWARDS
UNDER30
DESIGNART is committed to supporting young talents. For UNDER30 program, 5 young creators shouldering the design and art of tomorrow that have
caught the eye of the founders showcased their fresh and unique perspectives.

Atsushi Shindo: Interior designer born in 1991. His works focus on the
primitive charm of unremarkable materials that are closely related to our life.

Salt in: Design unit by Shanshan Liu and Xiulai Zhou from China, graduated
from Musashino Art University. Learning by trial and error, they are exploring
the “seasoning” of design.

AROUNDANT: Kentaro Takagi (1997) and Soichiro Tanaka (1996)
based in Tokyo, also work as a carpenter and a furniture designer.

Kathleen Reilly: Scottish artist and metalworker based in Tsubame city in
Niigata prefecture. She graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2018

Hiromasa Fukaji: Designer, artist, born in 1990. Continuing the pursuit of
original graphic expression between digital and real by a plotter with various

and is represented by Gallery S O in London.

writing materials.
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CREATIVE CONFERENCE BRIDGE
Theme: Co-Circulation
DESIGNART hosts “DESIGNART CREATIVE CONFERENCE BRIDGE“ inviting top professionals in the fields. This year, under the four themes of design,
art, architecture and city, and technology, we invited those who lead the world to boost the society and environment to discuss what will be the cycle of
“Co-Circulation” required for the future.
The online talk sessions were co-organized by Institut français du Japon, and broadcasted via the online streaming platform “ZAIKO”. Session 1 and 2
were connected with speakers based in Paris and Taipei, which were also delivered in French and Chinese.
■ Session1:
Architecture and Urbanism in Post-COVID Age That Bridges to Paris 2024
Language: Japanese / French
Panelists:
Kengo Kuma (Architect)
Dominique Perrault (Architect, Urban Planner)
Facilitator:
Yoshiyuki Yamana (Architect, Art Historian, Professor of Tokyo University of Science)
■ Session2:
Japan x Taiwan! Share New Language to Discuss Asian Design.
Language: Japanese / Chinese
photo: Yosuke Owashi

Panelists:
Chi-Yi CHANG (President of Taiwan Design Research Institute)
Johnny Chiu (Architect, Founder of J. C. Architecture)
Keita Suzuki / Product Designer, PRODUCT DESIGN CENTER
Facilitator:
Ryuko Kida (ELLE DECOR Brand Director)
■ Session3:
Art is Lifeline. Will the Democratization of Art Happen in Japan?
Panelists:
Kyoko Hattori (Phillips Auctioneers Japan Regional Director)
Takayuki Ishii (Taka Ishii Gallery)
Facilitator:
Teiya Iwabuchi (Editor in Chief of Bijutsu Techo Magazine)

© Nacása & Partners

■ Session4:
Sustainable Manufacturing Through Craftsmanship and Technology
Panelists:
Jin Kuramoto (Product Designer, JIN KURAMOTO STUDIO)
Keisuke Toyoda (Project Professor at Institute of Industrial Science,
The University of Tokyo, noiz, gluon)
Facilitator:
Arina Tsukada / Editor, Curator, Whole Universe
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EVENTS
On top of exhibitions, DESIGNART TOKYO 2021 hosted varieties of events specially organized during the 10 days festival. Reception parties, talk
sessions, workshops, concerts hosted by each exhibitor were enjoyed by many of our audiences both online and offline.

Velocity of Colours: Talk Show
at FLEXFORM TOKYO (YouTube)
A talk session inviting the curator and the architect of the art installation at FLEXFORM
TOKYO covered various topics from the design concept of the brand to life with
artworks. The talk session was streamed online on the brand’s YouTube channel.

ONLINE

CLAY 10 minutes BAR
at FUJIFILM DESIGN CENTER CLAY STUDIO
FUJIFILM design CLAY and mitosaya BOTANICAL DISTILLERY opened “CLAY 10
minutes BAR”, a small reservation-only pop-up bar in the basement of CLAY Studio,
exclusively during DESIGNART TOKYO 2021.

OFFLINE

Kagoshima Prefecture Shuzo Kumiai
at HIBIYA OKUROJI
At Hibiya Okuroji, Shochu, craft spirits from Kagoshima prefectures were introduced
with a new concept. The lucky visitors could win limited edition bottles of Kagoshima
Shochu, with an original label designed by YOSHIROTTEN, who is also from
Kagoshima.

OFFLINE
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SALES RECORD
Total Sales: Approx. 21 million yen (valid responses from 20 exhibitors)
DESIGNART encourages our exhibitors to sell the works during the festival. This year again, many artworks and design products were sold and marked
increased sales result compared to last year (11 million yen).

RISA MURAKAMI
at AREA TOKYO

H220430 / SATOSHI ITASAKA
curated by Design Pier & Merci Magazine

Steelcase / Workplace Solutions Inc.
at Steelcase | WSI WorkLife Tokyo

at Seibu Shibuya
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EXHIBITORS
Designers / Artists
Akie Yoshida
ALUMIUM / ASAO TOKOLO, BEN NAGAOKA, KENICHI SHIKATA
ambi
Anker Bak
AROUNDANT/ Kentaro Takagi, Soichiro Tanaka
ATSUSHI SHINDO
Baku Maeda
Brajak Vitberg
Claesson Koivisto Rune
Daisuke Motogi
Daniel Rybakken
DRILL DESIGN
FLOWER RIBBON SHOP / Miho Machida
Fudeya Corporation/Tadashi Takahashi & B6 studio/Tatsu Ogata
Fumie Shibata
fushigi design
Gabriel Tan
GELCHOP
Gen Suzuki
Hiromasa Fukaji
Hitomi Usui
Ilmari Tapiovaara
IMURA Kazuto
Inge Rylant
Jin Kuramoto
Jo Nagasaka / Schemata Architects
Johnny Chiu
Kathleen Reilly
KAYOKO KIMURA
Kazuhiro Yamanaka
KEIJI ASHIZAWA
Keita Suzuki (PRODUCT DESIGN CENTER)
Kensho Tambara
Klein Dytham architecture
KOHEI NAWA
M&T
MAKIKO TANAKA
Manami Numata
Masa Hayami
MAZZI FRANCESCO
Miho Machida
mischer'traxler
MULTISTANDARD
myna
Naoki Iijima
Norihiko Terayama
NORIKO HASHIDA
Øivind Slaatto
Oniki Design Studio
Otsuka Takeshi
Risa Murakami
Ryohei Yoshiyuki
ryoji takahashi
Ryota Akiyama
Sakiko Nomura / Masato Kawamura / Ryu Ika
salt in
Satoru Shimizu
Satoshi Itasaka / h220430
SEIKI DESIGN STUDIO / SEIKI ISHII
Shigeki Fujishiro
Sho Ota
SHOFU KOYAMA
Shota Suzuki
Sini Majuri
STUDIO KAZ + YASUTA Veneered Surfaces & Design
Takao Kawasaki
Talking about Curtains / Miki Sato
Tatsuro Shoji
Teruhiro Yanagihara
tetsuji tadokoro
TETSUO SUZUKA
Tomohisa Nagai
page: 12.

Tomoko Azumi
Tuulia Penttila
UNLABELED
Victoria Wilmotte
VITRO/RYOJI TAKAHASHI
Wataru Kumano
we+
YASUKO SATO
Yohei Chimura
Yoshikazu Yamagata
Yoshiki Matsuyama
YOY
Yuri Matumoto. Satoru Ookubo. Syunsuke Takase
Yusuke Seki

Brands / Companies / Galleries
ACOC
ACTUS
ALONGU / Tokyo Saikai Co., Ltd.
AREA Tokyo
ARIAKE COLLECTION
ars gallery
Artek
Atelier matic
athalie
B&B Italia
BLUE BOTTLE COFFEE
bud brand
BUNKITSU ROPPONGI
CAL TOUGH
CIBONE & HAY / CIBONE CONNECT
complex665
Courtyard HIROO
COWORKINGSALON SLOTH JINNAN
Création Baumann
DAIKANYAMA HILLSIDE TERRACE SALON WEST
DAIKANYAMA TSUTAYA BOOKS
De Castelli
Design Pier & Merci Magazine
dotcom space Tokyo
elephant STUDIO
emeco / Naoto Fukasawa
ESPACE LOUIS VUITTON TOKYO
FLEXFORM TOKYO
Fondation d'entreprise Hermès
JIFILM DESIGN CENTER CLAY STUDIO
g KEYAKIZAKA
Gallery-SIGN
GAME/LIM/MINX/Of HAIR/Rougy/ZELE
GEIDAI FACTORY LAB
GINZA innit
Ginza Maison Hermès Le Forum
GINZA SIX
GYRE.FOOD (uni / bonélan)
HIBIYA OKUROJI
hotel koe tokyo
Iittala / Fiskars Japan Co., Ltd.
IMAGAWA / SUEMOKKO / TAKAHASHI KOUGEI / T-KRAFT /
Matsunagakenzaiten
Irifune studio
ITOSHIMA SEASIDE FACTORY
Jacadi GINZA
JAM HOME MADE
januka shop
JAPAN DESIGN BANK
JASMAC AOYAMA
Johanna Gullichsen & Rakusai Creations
KARAKURI powered by EPL inc.
KARE
Karimoku Commons Tokyo
Katsuki Connection
KEF
KINJO JAPAN / Shinya Kobayashi

KITSUCA / Takashi Umekawa
Knoll
Karimoku Furniture Inc. / KNS /
Karimoku Case Study / MAS / ILBK
KOBE Leather Cooperative
KOGEI Next
KOTARO NUKAGA
koyart
LIGHT BOX Studio Aoyama
London Gallery
Manu Mobiles
marumasu
minä perhonen
MITOSAYA BOTANICAL DISTILLERY
MOLp - Mitsui Chemicals
Nakano Seiyaku Co., Ltd.
Oji Holdings Corporation
OTA FINE ARTS
Paola Lenti
PaPiPress
PATIO PETITE WA Series
Perrier-Jouët
PERROTIN TOKYO
PHILLIPS
Piramide
pivoto
Poltrona Frau
Polygon Aoyama
PRADA JAPAN
RESONANCE MATERIALS Project
RIKKA gallery
Ritzwell & Co.
Roche Bobois
ROLF BENZ
Royal Furniture Collection Co., Ltd.
Salvatore Ferragamo
SankyoTateyama,inc. SankyoAlumi-Company
SCAI PIRAMIDE
SEIBU SHIBUYA
SHIBUYA PARCO / COMINGSOON
shibuya serumo building
ShugoArts
SPACE R
Steelcase/ Workplace Solutions Inc.
STUDIO ROW
Swiss FDFA, ICRC, Musée de l’Elysée and so+ba
Taka Ishii Gallery
TARO NASU
The Embassy of Switzerland in Japan
THINK OF THINGS
TIERS GALLERY by arakawagrip
Time & Style
TOKYO MIDTOWN
TOKYU PLAZA SHIBUYA
TOME HANE HARAI / SHOFU KOYAMA
TOMIO KOYAMA GALLERY
TORY BURCH GINZA
TSUYAMA FURNITURE / SEIKI DESIGN STUDIO
UNKNOWN HARAJUKU
VanMoof
WAKO WORKS OF ART
WORLD Kita-Aoyama
WOW! lab
Y.S.M PRODUCTS designed by SALTCO & akii
Y's OMOTESANDO
Yebisu Garden Place,/
Tokyo Photographic Art Museum
YKK AP Inc.
Yushima Art & Okunote
ZEN FOTO GALLERY
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OPENING CEREMONY
Opening of DESIGNART TOKYO 2021
Friday, October 22 at WORLD Kita-Aoyama
On October 22, the opening ceremony of DESIGNART TOKYO 2021 took place with around 80 participants including the press, at WORLD Kita-Aoyama,
where KURADASHI, the main exhibition of the festival, and the information center were located.
The founders of DESIGNART, Akio Aoki and Astrid Klein opened the ceremony by talking about the hope for the creative industry that takes the chance in
this difficult time. On top of the 5 founder members of DESIGNART, Jin Kuramoto, curator of KURADASHI, Misako Fujimoto, ubgoe.inc as well as designers
of KURADASHI; Fumie Shibata, Gen Suzuki, Jo Nagasaka, and Norihiko Terayama celebrated the opening of the 10 days festival.
The ceremony is followed by the presentations of the exhibited pieces by the designers of KURADASHI, as well as String Furniture, Bloom by Johnny Chiu x
Kobe Leather, and VanMoof.

page: 13.
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TOOLS

OFFICIAL GUIDE MAP
This year, the OFFICIAL GUIDE BOOK, which was published until last year, has been digitally
migrated to the website. Alternatively, the upgraded OFFICIAL GUIDE MAP became a convenient
navigation guide for the visitors. 30,000 copies with map information, highlights of the exhibitions,
special interviews were circulated at each venue as well as various locations in Tokyo.

Cover image: Perrier-Jouët / mischer'traxler, Curiosity Cloud Mobile

INFORMATION CENTER
DESIGNART Information Center in WORLD Kita-Aoyama building welcomed our visitors as per
every year.
It was yet different from last year because this year, an exclusive installation in collaboration with
String Furniture and spatial designer Kazunori Matsumura added colors to the Information Center.

OFFICIAL SIGNAGES
Official flags and cut-out stickers were the signages at each exhibition venue.
At the Information Center, our staff also welcomed visitors wearing the official T-shirt.

page: 14.
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ONLINE CONTENT
Updating the New Standards for Events by Combining Offline and Online
DESIGNART TOKYO continues to provide encounters to the artworks and artists in both physical and virtual settings. This year our online content were
upgraded including a re-designed website and active engagement in social medial. The festival also involved online sales / crowdfunding platform as well as
online exhibitions, expanding the communication method to reach a wider audience.

OFFICIAL WEBSITE
The bilingual official website that reaches the world; this year, the official website was re-designed
and included a variety of content - exhibitors’ information, creators / brands profiles, event
information, the interviews and articles about featured exhibitions and supporting companies, the
introduction of our media partners etc. With the use of large images on the pages, it was designed
to attract our viewers more visually.

・Page views: Approx. 190,000
・Unique users: Approx. 48,000
(during the period of Jun 12 – Nov 18)

page: 15.
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ONLINE CONTENT

OFFICIAL SOCIAL MEDIA
The official social media accounts of DESIGANRT were actively delivering
information about our exhibitors every day. During the festival, a dedicated
social media team went around each exhibition venue and posted about the
exhibitions. Active engagement through social media has resulted in an
increase of the number of followers by more than 2,500*.
(*all the numbers are for the period of Sep 1 – Nov 18)

Instagram

Facebook

Twitter

Reach; 428,658

Reach: 100,190

Reach: 69,590
(Tweet impressions + access to the profile)

Feed: 194 posts, 8,230 likes

Feed: 185 posts

Stories: 519 posts, 155,700views
(three times more than the last year’s record)

New followers: 103

New followers: 2,222

page: 16.
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ONLINE CONTENT

Instagram LIVE REPORT
LIVE REPORT that introduces the exhibitions through social media live
streaming, that was very well received last year, was continued this year
on Instagram. Akio Aoki of DESIGNART visited around 50 exhibition
venues, and directly interviewed artists and creators. It allowed the
audience to get to know better about the works and products,
introducing behind the scene stories that you could not hear by only
visiting exhibitions. An overseas curator who could not come to Tokyo
due to travel restrictions was also able to participate through LIVE
REPORT.

LIVE REPORT Total reach: 34,959

＊LIVE REPORT is archived on DESIGNART TOKYO official Instagram
(@designart_tokyo) and available for viewing.

PRESENTATION MOVIES
Presentation movies of the exhibitors are also available on the official
website, where you can get to know more about the works and creations
of the artists and designers.
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ONLINE CONTENT
ONLINE GUIDE MAP
The guide map published and distributed in each venue was also
available online through the digital publishing platform, issue.

Google MAP
It was not only a printed guide map that lead you to your exhibition
hopping. A Google map that covered all the exhibition venues navigated
our visitors, marked more than 90,000 views.

EVENT GUIDE & SCHEDULE
The official website also had a dedicated page to introduce related
events that were happening during the festival.
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ONLINE CONTENT
ONLINE EXHIBITION powered by ARCHI HACHI
Even with the ongoing COVID travel restriction, our ONLINE EXHIBITION provided a way to
enjoy exhibitions of DESIGNART TOKYO from wherever you were. This year, 2 venues appeared
as ONLINE EXHIBITION, KURADASHI at WORLD Kita Aoyama, and De Castelli, at athalie,
available for viewing on the official website.

Created by: ARCHI HACHI

BEST REPORT CHALLENGE
The visitors of DESIGNART become the reporters of the festival. BEST REPORT CHALLENGE – a participatory social media campaign launched last year,
was continued this year on Instagram. Out of total posts of more than 300, those who posted exciting content were selected, and luxurious gifts were givenaway thanks to our supporting companies.
Supported by VanMoof / String Furniture / Soda Stream / SPRING COPENHAGEN / KARIMOKU

1 winner

3 winners
page: 19.
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PRESS
Media Coverage: Approx. 512 articles (magazines / newspapers / websites / radio)
Media Partners: 17
The PR team of DESIGNART TOKYO continues deepening its relationship with media and journalists, and strengthening the capacity to communicate
about the festival and its exhibitors. Working closely together with the exhibitors, active and effective engagement were made involving various methods of
communication including press release, social media, and other digital platforms. This year resulted in more than 500 articles covered by Japanese and
international media, which is a great increase from last year’s result (440 articles).
17 media became media partners this year, which is an increase from 14 last year, enabling us to enhance exposure towards the audience globally. For the
overseas media, even though the ongoing pandemic has been limiting the circulation of the journalists, DESIGNART continues the close relationship with
leading international media that are influential in the field of interior, design and art, and sharing the latest information of art and design in Tokyo.
Also seen was the growing number of social media posts by media, journalists and influencers, which were made timely and with a personal touch.
Specially produced video reports or radio appearances of the exhibitors also characterized the diversified methods of communication. The articles featured
not only general information of the festival, but also covered a deep-dive of the individual projects and exhibitors, which demonstrated deeper engagement
of media reporting.

Media Partners:
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Nordic exposure
Pantechnicon celebrates the synergy
of Japanese and Scandinavian design
YUKI SUMNER
LONDON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

D

Sakaya serves
Japanese whiskey
and sake. The bar is
lit by a gentle light
that comes through
the floating room
above, which is
wrapped in shoji-like
translucent walls.
EDMUND SUMNER

espite disruptions due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, Pantechnicon has been gaining momentum
among the design savvy London
set since it first opened its doors in September 2020. Located in the heart of the Belgravia
conservation area of London, the new cultural
hub offers guests an opportunity “to go for a
drink in Oslo, eat dinner in Tokyo and shop in
Copenhagen.” It’s a concept that seems somewhat appropriate for our time, with a growing emphasis on the need to alter our lifestyle
and significantly reduce travel in order to play
our part in helping the planet.
Pantechnicon, which may very well lay
claim to be the home of Nordic and Japanese
creativity, also epitomizes the rise of “Japandi,”
a buzzword that signifies the synergy between
Japanese and Scandinavian design.
Design is at the forefront of both Japanese
and Scandinavian culture, as evidenced by
internationally recognizable brands such
as Muji and Ikea. The concept of design is,
however, relatively new for the Japanese.
There is no equivalent word in the Japanese
language and people generally use a Japanglish word — de-sa-i-n — when referring to
the concept. The country has looked to the
West to learn about high quality goods in the
postwar era and the old stereotype of Japan
being a copycat nation followed. Today we
have come full circle, as designers in the West
look to Japan for inspiration.
Housed in a newly refurbished grade II
building over six floors, Pantechnicon accommodates not just one but two shops: Edit on
the ground floor and Studio on the third floor
— the former ideal for a quick visit, the latter
perfect for lingering in. In the main foyer, we
have the U.K.’s first Cafe Kitsune. From the
cafe’s mezzanine-level sitting area, we can look
onto the retail space below. The top two floors
are occupied by a Nordic bar and restaurant
called Eldr (meaning “fire” in old Norse).
The latest addition is an upmarket Japanese sushi restaurant called Sachi (meaning
“happiness” in Japanese) in the basement.
Sakaya, a microbar and bottle shop selling
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Japanese whiskey and sake, has also opened
on the ground floor.
The word Pantechnicon, etched onto the
facade of the building, derives from the Greek
words “pan” (“all”) and “techne” (“craft and
art”). The nearly 200-year-old building was
originally an art and crafts center before it was
turned into an upmarket warehouse for residents to store finds from their travels around
the world. London-based hospitality group
Open House, who are behind a successful
range of boutique restaurants and pubs in the
English capital, caught the attention of landlord Grosvenor Estate and they won the bid
to transform the place six years ago.
Barry Hirst, co-founder and creative director of Open House, was keen to create an
interior less intimidating than the building
itself, whose facade is adorned with 10 tall
Doric columns. Once passed the opulence
of the past, however, we are greeted with
“a level of honesty.” The historic brick walls,
brick vaults and brick arches have been
revealed, whilst structural elements such as
the iron beams and wooden joists are left
exposed. This rough-and-ready interior is a
great contrast to the pristine exterior.
Hirst traveled in Japan for nine months
before he started working on Pantechnicon. He is a big fan of Japanese architects
such as Tadao Ando and Kengo Kuma and
you can see their influences at Pantechnicon
in the use of concrete and wood. Greenery
and gentle lighting help to soften the industrial backdrop. Daylight streams in through
large windows. As we walk up the stairs, the
exposed concrete gives way to tiles and the
interior becomes more Finish architect and
designer Alvar Aalto than his Japanese counterpart, Ando. The roof garden bar at the top
level offers Nordic cocktails and Japanese
beer, and guests can enjoy the unusual rooftop view of the conservation area.
The bar is a treasure trove of Japandi
designer products. The uneven surface of the
travertine base of the table lamp, designed
by the Danish designer Alexander Lazic, for
example, has more than a hint of wabi sabi.
Cross-pollinations are ripe. If you have deep
pockets, you can go downstairs in the retail
areas and purchase the items you see in all
of the bars and restaurants at Pantechnicon,
including the furniture and furnishings.
The Japanese restaurant Sachi feels more
distinctly Japanese and this is largely down
to the input Hirst has had from collaborators such as Deik, a Japanese architectural
and design studio based in London. Deik
employs many of the traditional Japanese
woodwork and craft techniques in its work
to create wa — a sense of harmony in Japanese. For Sachi, Deik drew inspiration from
traditional townhouses known as machiya
that line the older streets of historic towns
such as Kyoto or Kanazawa.
One area of the restaurant receives rays of
sunshine through glass blocks embedded in
the pavement above. It separates the private
vaulted booths from the main dining area and
Deik envisaged the space as a tsuboniwa (small
garden), a key feature of machiya townhouses.
The design studio constructed wooden frame-
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work using lashings inspired by traditional
Japanese knots so that greenery can grow over
and around it. It’s a subtle yet effective intervention that brings out a little bit of old Japan.
Sachi also features a number of furniture
items by Japanese lifestyle brand Karimoku
Case Study. The selected furniture has been
designed by Danish architecture and design
studio Norm Architects and manufactured
by the Japan’s leading wooden furniture
company, Karimoku Inc.
Frederik Werner, designer and partner of
Norm Architects, explains the process that
goes into making the interior pieces. “Our
furniture pieces are designed to specific
briefs, to specific architectural cases,” Werner says. “We don’t follow trends or fashion.
Only those that are deemed to have the commercial potential then go into production.”
Hirst says the Pantechnicon team has
spent more than a year in talks with designers and makers across Japan to source handcrafted tableware for Sachi. A collaboration
between Hashikura Matsukan, a chopstick
maker in Fukui, and a Hasami porcelain
maker followed. The restaurant staff also
wear denim aprons hand-stitched in the
birthplace of Japanese denim — Kojima in
Okayama — that were commissioned from
Cumo, all exclusive to Pantechnicon.
Sakaya, purportedly the smallest bar in
London, was also designed in collaboration
with Deik. Its intimate setting allows us to
feel as if we are back in Tokyo, somewhere
in Shinjuku or Shibuya, except that there
are no neon lights here. The bar is lit by a
gentle light that comes through the floating
room above, which is wrapped in shoji-like
translucent walls. Serrated Norwegian granite blocks, used on walls, provide an earthy,
cave-like quality to the bar’s interior.
Clean lines, simple shapes and an economy of means are all hallmarks of modernism, but architects and designers in Japan
and Scandinavian countries have shunned

hard-line takes on this movement. If you
observe the exposed concrete of Ando’s early
works — most notably, his Row House in
Sumiyoshi — you will see that the concrete
facade has almost a crinkly texture of washi
paper with its wobbly and scarred surface.
It’s interesting to note also that Aalto, who
has often used bricks both inside and outside of his buildings, elected to use different
size bricks as part of his work on the building, adding character by deliberately placing
them in slightly off-kilter rows.
Tomoko Azumi of TNA Studio, whose
solar lamp Floe is on sale at Pantechnicon,
recalls a time when she visited Finland and
stayed in the Saynatsalo Town Hall designed
by Aalto. “I was so impressed by its frugality,”
Azumi says. “Aalto and his wife often stayed
there. In Finland, the design industry has
always had a slightly rebellious side. Things
were not made to please the high society.
Similarly, the design culture in Japan has
always been inclusive. Designer goods are
meant to improve people’s daily lives.”
Werner of Norm Architect calls it “soft modernism,” arguing that Japandi is more of a mindset. Werner explains the Danish word “hygge”
that has been popularized recently, which
essentially means “people coming together to
relax and chill, surrounded by nice things.”
“When we design, we think about pleasing

all of our five senses,” Werner says. “It is not
only about creating things that are visually
pleasing. It’s also about how things feel, how
they smell. … I think that the Japanese designers are the same.”
London-based artist and jewelry designer
Tomoko Hori has lived in Sweden for a period
of time with her Swedish husband. She tells
me about the importance of “fika” in Sweden.
“Fika seems to be more than just sipping coffee,” Hori says. “It’s about being with people
and feeling relaxed and cosy. You could be sitting around a dining table at home or around
a camp fire in nature. Once we had to collect
my in-law’s ashes from a crematorium in Sweden but we were told to come back later as we
were disturbing their fika time.”
What is the equivalent of hygge and fika
in Japan? The Japanese tea ceremony seems
too formulaic to qualify and, indeed, the concept may be closer to the ritual of bathing
in Japan. Pantechnicon in fact sells an item
that perfectly captures the nation’s obsession with baths: a drying block made from
a special fossil-based material that doesn’t
need washing. The block, designed by the
Japanese brand Soil, will naturally absorb
the dripping water from your feet as you get
out of a bath or shower, and you can walk
away feeling perfectly dry.
The team at Pantechnicon seems to be
doing a great job at discovering emerging
creative talents from Japan and Scandinavian countries. They plan to host more inperson workshops in the future, such as one
they had recently, where guests were served
awamori cocktails and beni imo chinsuko
(purple sweet potato cookies) to celebrate
Japan’s regional diversity — in this case, Okinawa’s unique culture.
To paraphrase Hara Kenya, “a designer
of designers” as Naomi Pollock calls him in
her new book, “Japanese Design since 1945”
(published by Thames Hudson), “the future
is in experiences.”

Above: Cafe Kitsune’s mezzaninelevel sitting area
looks onto retail
space EDIT below.
Left: Eldr roof garden
bar serves Nordic
cocktails and Japanese beer. EDMUND
SUMNER; COURTESY
OF PANTECHNICON

Based in London,
Yuki Sumner writes
about architecture
and design.

Hide and seek: New looks for Japan’s leather industry
On: Design
MIO YAMADA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A

lthough Japanese leatherworking
predates the Edo Period (16031868), it’s not high on the list of
the made-in-Japan crafts known
worldwide. Nevertheless, despite the lack of
star power, the nation still boasts major hubs
of leather manufacturing, predominantly in
Hyogo Prefecture and Tokyo, most of which
produce high-end items for the fashion and
interior industries. On: Design takes a look
at three products that debuted last month at
the Designart festival and rethink leather in
contemporary design.

Molding new ideas

The most unusual of this month’s trio is
Tokyo-based design unit M&T’s lineup of
desk organizers and trinket trays, each a
three-dimensional sculptural work that
would be impossible to make from conventional sheets of leather.
To create these minimalist, architectural
pieces, Miyu Ikeda and Takuko Kurashima
of M&T use a process they call L.F.M. (leather

Design studio M&T’s L.F.M. (Leather Fiber
Molding) desk organizers and trinket trays are
made from factory waste leather that has been
shredded into fibers and molded into unusual
three-dimensional forms. AYAKO ENDO

fiber molding) to repurpose leather scraps
into a new moldable textile.
Producing supple leather for fashion and
interiors involves thinning hides by stripping
off layers from the bottom. Some layers are
manufactured into different kinds of leather,
including suede, but the bottommost offcut, which is too unstable to use, is usually
discarded. M&T collects such scraps from
tanneries in Sumida Ward, Tokyo’s center
of leather processing, and pulverizes them
into fibers, which are then moistened with
a mixture of natural rubber and water before
being pressed into uniquely shaped molds.

The process leaves an interesting raw
leather texture to the sculptural works,
which M&T has chosen not to add pigment
to. Instead, they created a L.F.M. color palette by mixing the hues of the original scrap
material used.
The L.F.M. lineup has yet to be priced, but
will be available to buy at upcoming exhibitions, including the Roppongi Imagination
Market at Cultural Synthesis: The Module
Roppongi, from Nov. 22 to 28. Keep an eye
on M&T’s website for more details.
http://mandt.design/l-f-m

as luxury outdoor furniture, not an interior
product.
Bloom focuses on the elasticity of Kobe
leather, with Chiu’s honeycombed construction flexible enough to be folded for storage
or transport.
Behind the striking aesthetic lies months
of tanning and dyeing by Kobe leatherworkers Studio Kiichi, using a strengthening technique of sandwiching a layer of bioplastic
between sheets of leather, and manufacturing by Ryosuke Nagata Shoten, a furniture
maker who had a hand in creating architect

Blooming leather

Leather upholstery has long been a mainstay of luxury furniture, but Taiwan-based
architect Johnny Chiu’s sumptuous circular
Bloom chair, designed in collaboration with
the Kobe Leather guild, takes the textile to a
whole new level of design.
First, the leather used is a byproduct of
Japan’s Kobe beef industry, a rarely used
resource that is not only limited to 500 hides
a year, but is also a difficult one to process.
Second, the design doesn’t involve using
the leather as a covering, but is the primary
material, and third, the chair was conceived

The Bloom Chair is made of Kobe leather that
is processed and treated by Studio Kiichi and
manufactured by furniture maker Ryosuke
Nagata Shoten. KYOSYU MIZOHATA
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Frank Lloyd Wright’s interiors 100 years ago.
A time-consuming process involving Kobe
artisans, Bloom comes at a significant price
— around ¥3.44 million — and each chair
can take up to a year to deliver. But what it
offers is a luxurious, environmentally conscious leather piece, customizable to a color
of choice.
www.r-nagata.co.jp

Shapes of things to come

Last month, Kitsuca, the design studio
of Takashi Umekawa, launched its own
brand of minimalist but playful functional
objects, with the release of Outline, a series
of flat-contoured, vegetable-tanned leather
handbags.
Inspired by everyday objects and forms,
Kitsuca’s motto is curiously “less is more
humor.” Its bags are based on basic shapes
— a triangle, rectangle and square — but
are whimsically named after the outlines of
their handle holes: Perfect Circle, Semicircle
and Oval.
Unlike many designer handbags, they are
made from just two sheets of leather. The
handle holes are cut out and there are no
gussets — only darts at the bottom corners

The minimalist forms of Kitsuca bags,
designed by Takashi Umekawa, are cut whole
from sheets of leather, with the handle hole
pieces used to create matching pouches.

to give the pieces volume. Each Outline bag
also includes a matching zip-fastened pouch
made from the pieces of leather removed to
create the bag’s handles.
Now available online at Kitsuca’s own
webstore, Outline is available in brown and
black and priced at ¥40,700 for the Semicircle
and ¥41,800 for the Perfect Circle and Oval,
with an option to buy pouches on their own
at ¥7,840.
https://kitsuca.com

More articles coming soon (as of Nov 18):
Shoten Kenchiku / Jan 2022
AXIS / Jan 2022
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